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CARBON FORGED SERIES
Forgeline Carbon+Forged wheels combine weight-optimized CNC-machined forged aluminum centers with 

revolutionary proprietary carbon fiber barrels to deliver the ultimate in technological advancement, exclusive 

styling, and unparalleled lightweight performance. Forgeline first launched their Carbon+Forged Series at the 2016 

SEMA Show, where it earned a Global Media Award as a product that has mass appeal to a global audience. Since 

then, Forgeline has continued to expand the series, now offering at least 4 separate models.

Under the new partnership, Dymag will manufacture and supply their time-tested carbon fiber wheel barrels, and 

Forgeline will continue to engineer and precision-machine custom made-to-order wheel centers from 6061-T6 

forged aluminum. Dymag's new flange design (developed in collaboration with the engineering team at Forgeline) 

allows these separate parts of the Carbon+Forged Series wheels to bolt together to create one incredibly strong, 

lightweight, and unique wheel that is individually engineered, machined, and finished for each customer and each 

unique vehicle application.



Forgeline's fully-forged one piece monoblock wheels are machined 

entirely from a single 6061-T6 aluminum forging to create a wheel 

that is extremely stiff, exceptionally strong, and very lightweight. If 

you want the stiffest, strongest, and lightest wheel possible, then 

you want the Forgeline one piece monoblock. Available in 18", 19" , 

20" and 21” diameters in a range of widths and custom offsets to fit 

most applications.
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Forgeline AL Series wheels represent an exciting evolution in 

Forgeline wheel design and are engineered specifically for the 

high-performance modern supercar. Forgeline AL Series 

models are custom made-to-order three piece modular 

wheels comprised of precision-machined forged 6061-T6 

aluminum centers, 6061-T6 aluminum rim shells, and 

stepped-lip outers. They are available in 19, 20, and 21-inch 

diameters, each uniquely engineered for modern exotic sport 

and luxury vehicle applications.
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Forgeline Concave Series wheels feature deep concave profiles for 

a modern muscular look. These three piece wheels are custom 

made-to-order with forged 6061-T6 aluminum centers in Reverse 

Lip 18", 19", and 20" and in Step Lip 20” and 21" sizes to fit virtually 

any application. 

Our original Concave Series designs feature traditional rim 

registers that are paired with flat-lip "reverse" outer rims. Our 

Concave Stepped Lip Series designs feature special redesigned 

centers with extra-long spokes that extend beyond the rim register 

and reach out over the step in a standard "stepped-lip" outer rim. 
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Forgeline Competition Series lightweight racing wheels are 

engineered for race cars and dedicated track duty and are used in 

practically every professional race series in the US. Made from 

forged 6061-T6 aluminum with features like I-beamed spokes, 

deeply-machined centers, and aggressive load ratings, these 

wheels are extremely strong, extremely stiff, and extremely 

lightweight. 

We custom-build these wheels in 17", 18", 19" and 20" diameters to 

fit virtually any application.

MOTORSPORT SERIES
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Designed for track-ready street performance, Forgeline 

Performance Series forged 6061-T6 aluminum three piece modular 

performance wheels are engineered with a stepped-lip and other 

features to deliver light weight and high strength characteristics to 

sports cars and muscle cars.

These classic designs are retro-cool and work well with virtually 

every class of automobile, from muscle cars to supercars to luxury 

vehicles.

PERFORMANCE-HERITAGE SERIES
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Forgeline Flow Formed Series wheels are 100% designed and engineered 

by Forgeline, in our Dayton, Ohio headquarters, and manufactured by our 

performance and quality proven partner. Over the last five years, we’ve 

developed our newest series of wheels utilizing advanced flow forming 

techniques and processes reserved for only the highest quality wheels in 

this category. We start with a tuned Tilted Gravity Cast (TGC) method; 

yielding an initial casting that is both stronger and lighter than common 

methods used by many other flow formed wheels. The barrel is then 

formed using the newest Cold Vertical Flow Form Technology. This 

maintains a steadier spin angle and consistent material temperature to 

deliver a higher quality result and better overall material structure 

compared to common hot, horizontal processes.

The resulting Flow Formed F01 wheels not only looks great but are 

appropriately lightweight and have a street tire load rating of 1500 

pounds per wheel. With decades of engineering race wheels, we’ve taken 

this expertise and dedicated years to developing the best out-of-the-box, 

high-quality performance street wheel that is both budget and time 

friendly. 100% Forgeline designed and 100% Forgeline engineered!

STEP ONE

The Flow Formed process is started

by placing a pre-heated Casted Wheel

on a specially designed inner barrel mold.

STEP THREE

The inner rim profile is finalized to meet

tire mounting specifications. The final

product is stronger, lighter, with increased

metal yield and compressive strength.

STEP TWO

Rollers press into the wheel as it spins on

the mold, flowing the aluminum thinner,

forming the shape of the inner rim; all while

increasing the tensile strength.
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